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The independent control of both vortex chirality and polarity is a significant challenge in magnetic

devices based on nano-sized magnetic vortex structures. By micromagnetic simulations here, we

show that in soft ferromagnetic nanodots with an adequate modulated thickness, the desired

combination of chirality and polarity can be achieved just by changing the direction of the in-plane

applied magnetic field. Despite the complex behavior, the vortex chirality and polarity control can

be summarized in two simple rules that can thus become a useful tool for designing magnetic

devices. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4861423]

In thin soft ferromagnetic disks (dots) of submicrometer

size, the vortex-state magnetization is the spin configuration

with the lowest energy at zero applied magnetic field.1 This

vortex state is characterized by an in-plane curling magnet-

ization (with a given chirality [C] either clockwise [CW] or

counterclockwise [CCW]) and a nanometer size central

region with an out-of-plane magnetization named vortex

core (with an up or down polarity [P]).2 This magnetization

pattern represents a compromise between the different com-

peting contributions of the total energy. In the case of very

soft (negligible magnetic anisotropy) materials without

external field, these contributions are the magnetostatic (or

stray field) and exchange energies. The curling in-plane mag-

netization closing the magnetic flux reduces the magneto-

static energy, but in the vortex core the magnetization turns

out of plane because the short-range exchange interaction

favors a parallel alignment between neighboring spins.

The multiple stable ground states of vortices have led to

the study of these magnetization patterns as potential multi-

bit memory cells.3 This application requires independent

control of both vortex chirality and polarity.4 In the litera-

ture, there is a large number of works focused on the control

and/or modification of the vortex state in soft magnetic dots.

On the one hand, there is much interest to achieve the vortex

core polarity switching. This reversal process can be due to

non-resonant single field/current pulse5 or by means of

applied magnetic bursts6 or spin-polarized currents7 inducing

an oscillatory mode in the vortex core around its equilibrium

position (gyrotropic mode8), or else to spin waves9 inducing

some excitation in the azimuthal modes.10 On the other

hand, some works show how to control the chirality of the

vortex by introducing some asymmetries in the shape of

dot,11–14 in its magnetic properties,15 or in the applied field

distribution.16–18 Some of them also control the vortex polar-

ity by adding an out-of-plane magnetic field13 or by using

non practical complex geometry.14 A remaining goal is to

achieve the simultaneous control of chirality and polarity in

dots with practical and existing geometries by adjusting a

single parameter. Very recently, some authors4,19 have pre-

sented a way to control the chirality of the vortex by modu-

lating the thickness of the dots. Here, we present a strategy

to control polarity as well. The desired combination of chir-

ality and polarity at will is achieved in a practical geometry

by changing only a simple parameter, the direction of the in-

plane applied magnetic field.

In our own-coded micromagnetic simulations, the soft

ferromagnetic material is discretized into a uniform array of

cubic cells (micromagnetic cells) in which the effective field

Heff (the sum of applied, stray, and exchange fields)20,21 is

calculated by a finite-difference method.21–23 The stray field

is obtained directly using volume (micromagnetic cell) aver-

aged expressions.24 Calculation time is reduced by comput-

ing the stray field from farther cells as the field due to a

larger effective cell whose magnetization is the average of

the small contained ones.25 The exchange field is obtained

using a six-neighbor scheme with appropriate boundary con-

ditions.26 Brown’s static equations20 are solved using an iter-

ative algorithm. Let mi(rk) be the unitary vector pointing the

direction of the magnetization at each micromagnetic cell k
located at position rk for the iteration step i. Then, the effec-

tive field Heff,i(rk) is computed and the new miþ1(rk) is set to

point in the same direction as the local effective field calcu-

lated. This process is repeated until the maximum change of

angle (in spherical coordinates) with respect to the previous

iteration step is less than some tolerance (10�4 rad). When the

applied field value is changed, a small random angle with uni-

form distribution and maximum amplitude 10�4 rad is applied

to the magnetization of all cells. This allows to randomly break

the symmetries that could lead to metastable situations.

We consider a Permalloy cylinder with isotropic

exchange constant A¼ 1.3� 10�11 J/m, saturation magnet-

ization Ms¼ 8� 105 A/m, and, for simplicity, a negligible

crystalline anisotropy. The sample is discretized in 6 nm

sided cubic cells, according to the exchange length22

ðlex ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2A=l0Ms

p
� 5:7 nmÞ, to obtain sufficiently accurate

results.27 The simulated dot (Fig. 1(a)) has a diameter

a¼ 360 nm, a thin half part with a thickness b¼ 18 nm at

x < 0, and a thicker half of thickness bþ c¼ 24 nm at x > 0

separated by a middle edge. The in-plane (xy-plane) applied

magnetic field forms an angle h with the x > 0 axis. The dot

is initially saturated in the applied field direction and then

the field is decreased. Around zero applied field, a vortex

state appears with some polarity and chirality.

Figure 1(c) shows a summary of the different vortex

states obtained from the numerical results as a function of h.

To understand these general results, we analyze the particular
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cases of h ¼ p=4 (Fig. 2) and 3p=4 (Fig. 3), in which the four

different vortex states of Fig. 1(c) appear. Figure 2(a) shows

the hysteresis loop of the magnetization component parallel to

the initial saturation field, Mk, for the decreasing applied-field

process with h ¼ p=4. When the applied field is decreased af-

ter saturation, the magnetic moments of the thicker zone are

the first ones that change their orientation to reduce the mag-

netostatic energy. These moments trigger a C-state (a preced-

ing state of the vortex configuration), following the rounded

border of the sample but keeping mainly the direction of the

applied field (panel (1) of Fig. 2(b)). Because of the modu-

lated thickness, when the C-state is formed there appear some

magnetic pole densities (positive and negative) in the flat sur-

face of the middle edge (see the right part of panel (1) in Fig.

2(b)). These poles will create a net out-of-plane magnetic

field, in particular, in the region where the vortex will nucle-

ate (at the outer edge of the thinner region perpendicular to

the applied field direction), thus determining the polarity of

the vortex core. The direction of the C-state determines the

chirality of the subsequent vortex state and also the sign of

the induced magnetic poles and thus the vortex polarity. For

h ¼ p=4 (and for 0 < h < p=2), the vortex state is created

with CCW chirality and down (core pointing –z) polarity

(panel (2) of Fig. 2(b)). The field created by the magnetic

poles at the nucleation point is negative because of the prox-

imity of the positive poles (panel (1) of Fig. 2(b)).

The process of increasing applied field (started with neg-

ative saturation) of Fig. 2 is equivalent to the initially positive

saturated h ¼ 5p=4. In this case (also for p < h < 3p=2), the

vortex appears with CW chirality and up (core pointingþ z)

polarity, the opposite situation to the case h ¼ p=4 (panels

(1) and (3) of Fig. 2(b)). Now, since the chirality is inverted,

the sign of the magnetic poles also changes and the polarity

flips. Although the nucleation points are the same in the

decreasing and increasing field branches, since the chiralities

are CCW and CW, respectively, the sign of the induced mag-

netic poles is inverted and so is the polarity of the core (pan-

els (1) and (3)). This means that in a magnetization reversal

loop that reaches saturation both chirality and polarity are op-

posite in the two branches of the loop but the handedness,

defined as the product of chirality times polarity (where

CW! 1; CCW! �1; up! 1, and down! �1), does not

change. Therefore, for a given applied field with a determined

vortex polarity, one way to switch it is to reverse the applied

field (after reversed saturation).

In Fig. 3, we show the results of decreasing and

increasing applied-field processes for h ¼ 3p=4 (and for

p=2 < h < p) and h ¼ 7p=4 (also for 3p=2 < h < 2p),

FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of a soft ferromagnetic dot with two half parts of different

thicknesses. The dot is subjected to an in-plane applied magnetic field that

forms an angle h with the x > 0 axis. (b) The same dot as (a) in the case that

the magnetization presents a C-state configuration in the thicker region, for

which there appear two effective point magnetic charges with opposite sign

Qm1 and Qm2 in the edge surface. Yellow X marks the vortex nucleation

point (perpendicular to the applied field direction). (c) Vortex chiralities and

polarities obtained from numerical results as a function of the angle h
between the applied magnetic field and the x > 0 axis.

FIG. 2. (a) Calculated magnetization hysteresis loop of a Permalloy dot of

Fig. 1(a) with diameter of 360 nm and thicknesses of 18 nm and 24 nm.

The inset shows a scheme of the dot and the direction of the initial satura-

tion field (p/4 with respect to the positive x axis). The thicker part of the

dot (x > 0) is dark gray colored. (b) Magnetization distribution of the

marked points in (a). Black arrows represent the in-plane magnetization

and violet and blue colors indicate mx > 0 and mx < 0, respectively. Red

arrows indicate the in-plane magnetization of the thicker part. The pole

density distribution r along the middle edge is plotted in the right part of

the upper graphs. In the upper part of the lower graphs, the out-of-plane

magnetization mz along the line y ¼ 0 and z ¼ �3 nm is also plotted. The

number of plotted spins is reduced for clarity.
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respectively. By symmetry, the hysteresis loop (Fig. 3(a))

and the chiralities of the vortex states (Fig. 3(b)) are the

same as in Fig. 2. However, the vortex nucleation point has

changed and the nearest magnetic poles too (panels (1) and

(3) of Fig. 3(b)), so the polarities are opposite to the ones of

Fig. 2.

In the particular cases of h ¼ p=2 and 3p=2, the

obtained chirality in the vortex state is always CCW and

CW, respectively, but in both cases the polarity is undeter-

mined because the effects of the magnetic poles are compen-

sated by symmetry. For h ¼ 0 and p, the vortex state

configuration can be any of the different four configurations

because both polarity and chirality are undetermined.

The middle edge has not necessarily to be in the center

of the dot to determine both chirality and polarity. We obtain

similar results to Fig. 1(c) (not shown) when the thicker part

begins at x¼�a/4 (three quarter parts of the dot) or at

x¼ a/4 (one quarter), for example, showing the robustness of

the vortex control.

The control of chirality and polarity in this kind of dots

with modulated thickness can be summarized into two sim-

ple rules:

(1) The chirality of the curling magnetization is controlled

by both the position of the thicker part and the sign of

the applied field component parallel ðHakÞ to the middle

edge. If the thicker zone is placed at x > 0 ðx < 0Þ, for

Hak > 0 the chirality is CCW (CW) while for Hak < 0

the chirality is CW (CCW).

(2) The vortex core polarity is controlled by the sign of

nearest side poles (determined by the chirality) of the

middle edge. If the sign is positive (negative), the vor-

tex core is down (up).

A simple analytical model can capture the physics of the

vortex-state determination in these dots. We consider the

dot shown in Fig. 1(b) with the same dimensions as in the

numerical case and with the in-plane applied field

Ha ¼ Haðcos hx̂ þ sin hŷÞ. As first approximations, we con-

sider that the vortex nucleates at x ¼ xN ¼ � a
2
jsin hj;

y ¼ yN ¼ Sign½sin h� a
2

cos h, and z ¼ zN 2 ½0;�b� (at the thin-

ner edge perpendicular to the field direction), and the mag-

netic pole densities induced in the C-state are always assumed

as two point-like opposite magnetic charges Qm1 and Qm2

(Fig. 1(b)). The sign of the magnetic charges is obtained by

the sign of the applied-field component parallel to the flat

surface of the middle edge Qm1 ¼ Sign½sin h�Msc
a
2

and

Qm2¼� Qm1, so the chirality is C ¼ Sign½sin h�. The sign of

out-of-plane component of the magnetic field created by these

point charges (analytically obtained by Biot-Savart equations)

at the nucleation points (a function of h) determines the polar-

ity of the vortex P ¼ Sign½HzðxNðhÞ; yNðhÞ; zNðhÞÞ�.
Figure 4(a) shows the evolution in h of the out-of-plane

field by the two charges at the top (zN¼ 0, solid) and bottom

FIG. 3. The same as Fig. 2 but with h ¼ 3p=4.

FIG. 4. (a) Out-of-plane magnetic field created by the two opposite magnetic

charges at the nucleation point (xN ; yN) with zN ¼ 0 (solid) and zN ¼ �b
(dot) as a function of h. (b) Polarity (thick blue) and chirality (thin red) of

the vortex state as a function of h.
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(zN¼�b, dot) in the thin region. In both cases and in the in-

termediate ones, the trend is the same. For 0 < h < p=2 and

3p=2 < h < 2p the z-field is negative because the positive

charge (Qm1 and Qm2, respectively) is the nearest one. When

p=2 < h < p and p < h < 3p=2 the proximity of the nega-

tive charge (Qm2 and Qm1, respectively) makes the field to be

positive. At h ¼ p=2 and 3p=2, the z-field is zero because

the two opposite charges are equidistant from the nucleation

point and their effects are compensated. Figure 4(b) presents

a summary of the vortex chirality and polarity behaviors as a

function of h. These results agree with the numerical ones

obtained in Fig. 1(c).

In conclusion, both polarity and chirality of vortex state

in magnetic dots with modulated thickness can be independ-

ently controlled by simply adjusting the in-plane applied

field direction. Two simple rules allow to control the desired

vortex state which can be useful in the design of magnetic

devices.
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